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Technicians vs. Analysts in a CNBC
stock-picking slapdown: Who Wins?
By Mark Hulbert
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Mark Hulbert is a senior columnist at MarketWatch and the editor of the Hulbert Financial Digest, which
since 1980 has been tracking the performance of investment advisory newsletters. The HFD became a
service of MarketWatch in April 2002. Hulbert has also been an investment columnist for The Wall Street
Journal, the New York Times, and Forbes magazine. On Friday 4th September, Mark wrote

A new academic study finds that the stock recommendations made by technicians on CNBC’s ‘Talking
Numbers’ show have outperformed those from fundamental analysts.
The age-old debate between technicians and fundamental analysts appears to be on the verge of being
answered.
Over investment horizons ranging from one month to one year, top technicians come out well ahead of
leading analysts.
In fact, according to the academic study that reached this conclusion, it’s not even close: While the
average buy recommendation from well-known technicians outperforms the broad stock market by 8%
over the subsequent nine months, the average stock recommended by leading fundamental analysts
underperforms the market.
Sandy Villere, a Portfolio Manager with the Villere Funds, makes the case for real estate company Howard
Hughes Corp., auto parts supplier LKQ, and investment advisory Financial Engines.
This groundbreaking study, which just began circulating in academic circles, was conducted by Doron
Avramov and Haim Levy, finance professors at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; and Guy Kaplanksi, a
finance professor at Bar-Ilan University.
The focus of their study were a thousand pairs of recommendations made between November 2011 and
December 2014 on the TV show “Talking Numbers,” which is jointly broadcast by CNBC and Yahoo
(YHOO).
The first half of each pair was a recommendation from a top technician about a stock in the news; the
second half was a recommendation about that same stock from a leading fundamental analyst.
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In retrospect, Professor Avramov told me in an interview, it’s curious that no one before bothered to
analyze these recommendations, since the show provides an ideal laboratory for comparing the relative
worth of the two investment approaches.
The researchers measured the performance of each recommendation beginning with its closing price on
the day the show first aired. That’s a crucial methodological detail, since that means the researchers are
excluding the price impact of the recommendations in the first minutes after the show airs.

Consider first the stocks that the technical analysts identified as strong buys. They on average proceeded
to outperform the overall stock market by 7.9% over the subsequent nine months, while the stocks they
recommended as strong sells underperformed by 8.9%.
That spread of 16.8 percentage points is highly significant from a statistical point of view. As the
professors put it in their study, it means that “technicians display rather impressive stock-picking skills.”
Contrast that with the performance of the fundamental analysts. The researchers found that their strong
buys proceeded on average to underperform the market over the nine months following recommendation
— though not by enough to conclude at the 95% confidence level that these analysts were actually worse
than random.
Even worse, the stocks that these analysts rated as strong sells did not perform appreciably differently
than those they considered strong buys.
It won’t be easy for fundamental analysts to wriggle out from underneath the weight of these results.
Since the TV show creates a head-to-head comparison on the same stocks over similar time horizons, the
usual escape valves have been closed off.
One could argue, of course, that the value of fundamental analysis only shows up over the longer term of
more than a year. That is entirely plausible, though — if so — fundamental analysts upon reading this
new academic study might decide not to even engage in the Talking Numbers TV show’s shorter-term
forecasting contest.
By the way, technical analysts don’t emerge completely unscathed from this new study. The professors
found that, when it comes to broader asset classes such as stock-market industries and sectors, bonds,
and commodities, the forecasts of both technicians as well as analysts are no better than random.
Still, when it comes to forecasting the direction of individual stocks over the next several months, this
new study definitely shows that top technicians deserve our attention more than leading analysts.
Click here to inquire about subscriptions to the Hulbert Sentiment Indexes.
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Become a Member of Jim Berg’s weekly mentoringstyle ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report to discover
Jim’s common sense approach, so you will know:
 WHICH stocks /shares to Buy



WHEN to Buy and, most importantly
WHEN to SELL

As a Member, you will be able to
Tap into Jim Berg’s 30+ years trading & investing experience
Follow Jim’s ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ Rules, practical educational exercises and
Jim’s USA and Australia notional Portfolios each week

Information alone will NOT change your life.
Implementation is the key.
It's what YOU DO with what you learn which makes Expert Trader &
Investor Jim Berg’s stock & share trading and investing education
so VALUABLE.
“To climb a mountain quickly, everyone needs a Sherpa to lighten
the load and help them get where they want to go.” (Taki Moore)
Test and measure on paper for as long as you like --before you put a single dollar
more in the market. Prove it to yourself.
July 2015 marked the 10th Anniversary of Jim’s weekly Report.
Join today and you will also receive this FREE Bonus Welcome Package, worth $194:
Jim Berg’s Stock Selection Tool (usually $97)
Jim’s co-authored Trading Plan Guide (usually another $97)
No matter what experience level or age you are, or which country you live in, you will
find Jim Berg's weekly Report will $ave you time, money and aggravation.
To start your training with Jim Berg today, Click Here Now >>>>
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Have You Watched Your

3 FREE Trading Video Mini Course
from Jim Berg?
Click on these links now to view:

Your Free Video #1 
Your Free Video #2 
Your Free Video #3 
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Did You Enjoy today’s Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap? If so,
Please email this on and share it with your friends
They'll appreciate it and so will we! Please do not spam, thank you.
If you have been sent this by a friend, we invite you to sign up to our complimentary
Traders’ & Investors’ Club
at www.ShareTradingEducation.com - to receive your:




Future copies of our periodical Wrap - sent directly to you, with our compliments
Jim Berg’s Complimentary AUDIO MP3 - ‘3 Steps to Successful Investing’
Many unadvertised Bonus Gifts
To YOUR Success - from Jim Berg and the ShareTradingEducation.com team
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